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11 Abstract
12
13 Females and males within a species commonly have distinct reproductive roles, and the 
14 associated traits may be under perpetual divergent natural selection between the sexes if their 
15 sex-specific control has not yet evolved. We here explore whether such sexually antagonistic 
16 selection can be detected based on the magnitude of differentiation between the sexes across 
17 genome-wide genetic polymorphisms by whole-genome sequencing of large pools of female and 
18 male threespine stickleback fish. We find numerous autosomal genome regions exhibiting 
19 intersex allele frequency differences beyond the range plausible under pure sampling 
20 stochasticity. Alternative sequence alignment strategies rule out that these high-differentiation 
21 regions represent sex chromosome segments misassembled into the autosomes. Instead, 
22 comparing allele frequencies and sequence read depth between the sexes reveals that regions 
23 of high intersex differentiation arise because autosomal chromosome segments got copied into 
24 the male-specific sex chromosome (Y), where they acquired new mutations. Because the Y 
25 chromosome is missing in the stickleback reference genome, sequence reads from derived DNA 
26 copies on the Y chromosome still align to the original homologous regions on the autosomes. 
27 We argue that this phenomenon hampers the identification of sexually antagonistic selection 
28 within a genome, and can lead to spurious conclusions from population genomic analyses when 
29 the underlying samples differ in sex ratios. Because the hemizygous sex chromosome sequence 
30 (Y or W) is not represented in most reference genomes, these problems may apply broadly.
31
32
33 Keywords
34 Allele frequency /  Duplication / Gasterosteus aculeatus / Genome assembly / Population 
35 genomics / Repetitive DNA / Sex chromosome
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36 INTRODUCTION
37 In organisms with distinct sexes, different female and male reproductive strategies may imply 
38 that selective trait optima differ between the sexes (Arnqvist & Rowe, 2005; Darwin, 1871; 
39 Slatkin, 1984; Shine, 1989). Because the sexes share most of their genome and alleles typically 
40 have similar effects in both sexes (Poissant, Wilson, & Coltman, 2010), this can result in a 
41 conflict in that alleles improving a trait in one sex may push the same trait away from its optimum 
42 in the other sex (Arnqvist & Rowe, 2005; Rice & Chippindale, 2001). Such sexually antagonistic 
43 selection (hereafter ‘SAS’) may weaken with the emergence of stable sex-specific gene 
44 expression and the associated sexual dimorphism. The resolution of sexual antagonism will 
45 typically involve the establishment of a link between a preexisting molecular signal derived from 
46 the sex-determination pathway, and a newly gained binding site for that sex-specific signal 
47 controlling the level of expression of the selected gene (Stewart, Pischedda, & Rice, 2010; 
48 Williams & Carroll, 2009). This resolution process, requiring at least one highly specific mutation, 
49 is suggested to be slow (Stewart et al., 2010) and often appears incomplete in natural 
50 populations (Cox & Calsbeek, 2009). Moreover, the presence and strength of SAS may plausibly 
51 vary over time and between ecologically different environments. For these reasons, genetic 
52 polymorphisms under SAS may well be widespread across the genomes of natural populations 
53 and may make a substantial contribution to maintaining genetic variation within these 
54 populations (Connallon & Clark, 2014; Cox & Calsbeek, 2009; Rice & Chippindale, 2001).
55 Recent genomic investigations, performed mainly in genetic model organisms, indeed 
56 seem to support the notion that loci under SAS are common within the genome (Cheng & 
57 Kirkpatrick, 2016; Dutoit et al., 2018; Griffin, Dean, Grace, Ryden, & Friberg, 2013; Innocenti & 
58 Morrow, 2010; Lucotte, Laurent, Heyer, Ségurel, & Toupance, 2016). These investigations 
59 typically infer genes putatively under SAS based on the skew in the magnitude of gene 
60 expression between the sexes, as estimated by transcriptomic analysis. Challenges with this 
61 approach include ambiguity in the extent to which sex-biased gene expression indicates current 
62 intersexual conflict, and methodological difficulties in estimating sex-bias in gene expression 
63 reliably (Mank, 2017; Stewart et al., 2010). In principle, a conceptually simple approach to 
64 exploring SAS across a genome without using gene expression data exists: if sexual antagonism 
65 occurs throughout ontogeny and thus causes divergent viability selection between the sexes 
66 (Cox & Calsbeek, 2009; Rice & Chippindale, 2001; Shine, 1989; Slatkin, 1984), the underlying 
67 loci should display frequency differentiation between the sexes in the adult stage, with female-
68 beneficial alleles enriched in females and male-beneficial alleles enriched in males. In the 
69 beginning of every new generation, however, this intersex differentiation should be erased due 
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70 to the random assortment of female- and male-beneficial alleles during reproduction. Whether 
71 allele frequency differentiation due to divergent viability selection between females and males 
72 can be detected in genome-wide screens should depend on the number of antagonistically 
73 selected loci, and on the strength of selection on these – thus representing an empirical issue. 
74 An analysis in humans suggests that a genome-wide signature of SAS can be detected based 
75 on female-male differentiation data alone (Lucotte et al., 2016), but evidence from further 
76 organisms is needed.
77 We here investigate potential signatures of SAS based on genome-wide intersex 
78 differentiation data in threespine stickleback fish (Gasterosteus aculeatus). The motivation for 
79 this study is twofold. First, in threespine stickleback, males and females play distinct 
80 reproductive roles (Östlund-Nilsson, Mayer, & Huntingford, 2007): during the reproductive 
81 period, females allocate res urces primarily into egg production, whereas males hold territories 
82 and perform brood care. The sexes also appear to exploit distinct ecological niches, as indicated 
83 by sexual dimorphism in parasite communities (Reimchen & Nosil, 2001), in predator defense 
84 traits (Reimchen & Nosil, 2004), and in trophic morphology (Aguirre & Akinpelu, 2010; Berner, 
85 Roesti, Hendry, & Salzburger, 2010; Bolnick & Lau, 2008; Kitano, Mori, & Peichel, 2007; 
86 Kristjansson, Skulason, & Noakes, 2002; Spoljaric & Reimchen, 2008). Sexual dimorphism in 
87 trophic morphology is particularly pronounced in habitats in which disruptive selection due to 
88 intraspecific resource competition is inferred to be strongest (Bolnick & Lau, 2008). Divergence 
89 between the sexes in trophic traits cannot plausibly be ascribed to sexual selection and must 
90 therefore reflect differential trait optimization by natural selection within each sex (Darwin, 1871; 
91 Selander, 1966; Shine, 1989; Slatkin, 1984; Rice & Chippindale, 2001). The opportunity for 
92 sexual antagonism mediated by divergent viability selection during ontogeny thus seems given 
93 in this species.
94 The second impetus to our study is the observation of a few autosomal single-nucleotide 
95 polymorphisms (SNPs) showing substantial differentiation between females and males in a 
96 preliminary genomic screen (M. Roesti & D. Berner, unpublished data; an example is shown in 
97 Figure S1 in the Supplemental Information). This analysis, however, used sequence data with 
98 reduced genomic representation (RAD sequencing) (Roesti, Kueng, Moser, & Berner, 2015) and 
99 was based on a low number of individuals from each sex (12 females, 13 males), thus making 
100 pattern interpretation difficult. We here overcome these methodological limitations by a formal 
101 analysis of intersex genetic differentiation across the full stickleback genome based on large 
102 sample sizes. As we will show, regions exhibiting strong intersex genetic differentiation are 
103 abundant across the stickleback autosomal genome. Scrutinizing the cause for intersex 
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104 differentiation in these regions, however, highlights a general methodological challenge to 
105 evolutionary genomic analysis, rather than providing evidence of SAS.
106
107 MATERIALS AND METHODS
108
109 Study design, sampling and DNA extraction
110 Our approach to investigating genomic regions potentially showing signatures of SAS in 
111 stickleback was to generate a female and a male pool of DNA, each representing a large 
112 number of individuals, to perform whole-genome sequencing of these pools, and to subject the 
113 resulting polymorphism data to a genome-wide screen for the magnitude of intersex 
114 differentiation.
115 We used stickleback individuals sampled from Lake Constance (Switzerland) at the ROM 
116 study site (Berner et al., 2010; Moser, Roesti, & Berner, 2012) from April to June 2016 for a 
117 behavioral experiment (Berner et al., 2017). Sample size for each sex-specific DNA pool was 
118 120 individuals (i.e., 240 haploid genomes per sex). To standardize the contribution of individual 
119 DNA to the final pool, we pierced a disk of 2 mm diameter form the spread caudal fin of each 
120 individual by using a biopsy puncher (KAI Medical, Gifu, Japan). Within each sex, these 
121 individual tissue samples were combined into 12 sub-pools of 10 individuals per sex, and the 
122 sub-pools subjected to DNA extraction with the Qiagen DNeasy Blood & Tissue kit (Qiagen, 
123 Valencia, USA), including an RNAse treatment.
124
125 DNA pool preparation, sequencing and SNP discovery
126 After DNA quantitation of the 24 total sub-pools with a Qubit fluorometer (Thermo Fisher 
127 Scientific, Massachusetts, USA), they were combined without PCR enrichment at equimolar 
128 amounts to a single pool per sex. These pools were barcoded and whole-genome paired-end 
129 sequenced to 151 bases in two lanes of an Illumina HiSeq2500 instrument, each lane containing 
130 female and male DNA in similar parts. The raw sequence reads were demultiplexed by sex, 
131 pooled across the two sequencing lanes, and aligned to the third-generation assembly of the 
132 447 Mb threespine stickleback reference genome (Glazer, Killingbeck, Mitros, Rokhsar, & Miller, 
133 2015; hereafter 'reference genome') by using Novoalign v3.00 
134 (http://www.novocraft.com/products/novoalign; seetings: -t540, -g40, -x12). The Rsamtools R 
135 package (Morgan, Pages, Obenchain, & Hayden, 2018) was then used to convert the 
136 alignments to BAM files, and to perform nucleotide counts at each base position using the pileup 
137 function (raw genome-wide nucleotide counts for each sex are provided on the Dryad 
138 repository). Median read depth across all genome-wide autosomal positions was 125 for females 
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139 and 137 for males. Combined with the large number of individuals used for sequencing pool 
140 preparation within each sex, this high read depth was expected to allow estimating allele 
141 frequencies highly accurately (Ferretti, Ramos-Onsins, & Perez-Enciso, 2013; Gautier et al., 
142 2013). Next, the nucleotide counts of both sexes were pooled to determine if a given position 
143 was variable. SNPs were accepted if they displayed a read depth greater than 100 and lower 
144 than 800 across the female-male pool (median: 262), and if the minor allele frequency (MAF) in 
145 the pool was at least 0.15. The latter filter effectively removed sequencing errors and excluded 
146 SNPs having low sensitivity to capture selective shifts (Roesti, Salzburger, & Berner, 2012). A 
147 total of 1.63 million autosomal SNPs passed our read depth and MAF filtering, yielding an 
148 expected average marker density of one SNP per 255 bp.
149
150 Quantifying intersex differentiation through genome scans and simulations
151 We started our analysis of genomic differentiation between females and males by quantifying 
152 and visualizing the magnitude of intersex differentiation, expressed by the absolute allele 
153 frequency difference (AFD; Berner, 2019), across all chromosomes (the sex chromosome was 
154 included for completeness, although our focus lies on the autosomal genome). This genome 
155 scan revealed numerous genomic regions showing strong intersex differentiation (see Results & 
156 Discussion). Therefore, we next used simulations to compare the magnitude of intersex 
157 differentiation observed in the genome-wide scan to levels of differentiation expected under pure 
158 sampling stochasticity. We here thus aimed to develop a sense for the differentiation plausible in 
159 the absence of any deterministic factor driving sex bias in allele frequencies, such as SAS. We 
160 sampled alleles at random with replacement from a female and from a male pool at a SNP with 
161 two alleles occurring at the same frequency of 0.5 in both sexes. This assumption of the highest 
162 possible MAF led to conservative results because it maximized the sampling variance in allele 
163 frequencies, thus allowing for maximal intersex differentiation (see Figure 4 in Berner, 2019). 
164 The two samples were then used to calculate intersex AFD. Two sample sizes were considered: 
165 50 per sex, approximating the minimum read depth required during SNP calling, and 120 per 
166 sex, approximating the median read depth observed (see above). In concordance with our 
167 empirical differentiation scan, the simulation included 1.63 million AFD estimates for each 
168 sample size.
169
170 Assessing the role of genome misassembly as cause for high intersex differentiation
171 Before considering that the genomic regions of high intersex differentiation observed in the 
172 above genome scan represented genuine signatures of SAS, it was essential to rule out 
173 methodological explanations. In a first step, we performed two analyses based on re-alignment 
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174 of our sequence reads. Specifically, threespine stickleback display divergent sex chromosomes 
175 (Peichel et al., 2004; Roesti, Moser, & Berner, 2013), with the females representing the 
176 homogametic (XX) and males the heterogametic (XY) sex. Strong intersex differentiation may 
177 thus simply emerge because homologous X and Y chromosome segments harboring single-
178 nucleotide differences erroneously align to autosomal regions. This may occur due to either 
179 genome sequence divergence between our focal population (derived from an Atlantic marine 
180 ancestor) and the reference genome (representing an individual derived from a Pacific ancestor; 
181 Jones et al., 2012), or the incorrect placement of sex chromosome segments on autosomes in 
182 the reference genome assembly. To explore these possibilities, we assessed whether regions of 
183 strong differentiation still persisted when performing more stringent alignment (i.e., tolerating 
184 much lower sequence mismatch: -t200), which should reduce the likelihood of sex chromosome 
185 segments to erroneously align to autosomes. The sequence alignments resulting from this 
186 alternative alignment approach were used for a genome-wide scan for the magnitude of intersex 
187 differentiation as described above.
188 In addition, we aligned our raw sequence reads to a new threespine stickleback genome 
189 sequenced and assembled de novo (Berner et al., 2019), using the initial alignment settings. 
190 This new genome was derived from an individual sampled from the same watershed as our 
191 study population, thus ensuring minimal sequence divergence. The resulting sequence 
192 alignments were again used for a genome scan for intersex differentiation, which also indicated 
193 numerous regions of high differentiation. To assess whether these regions in the de novo 
194 genome corresponded to high-differentiation regions in our original scan, we chose a 151 bp 
195 sequence overlapping a high-differentiation SNP from a dozen of strongly differentiated regions 
196 located on different de novo genome scaffolds. We then evaluated visually the magnitude of 
197 differentiation in the 50 kb neighborhood around the alignment position of these sequences 
198 within the reference genome.
199
200 Testing if high intersex differentiation is driven by the lack of the Y chromosome sequence in the 
201 reference genome
202 After examining the possibility that autosomal regions of high differentiation emerged because of 
203 erroneous alignment of X and Y chromosome segments to autosomes, we evaluated a second 
204 methodological explanation. We here considered that both the reference genome and the new 
205 de novo genome are derived from a female (XX) individual. The Y chromosome is therefore 
206 necessarily missing in these genome assemblies. DNA segments closely related between 
207 autosomes and the Y chromosome may thus cause the alignment of Y-specific alleles to 
208 autosomes, thus potentially producing SNPs showing high intersex differentiation. This scenario 
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209 leads to two testable predictions (see also Dou et al., 2012; McKinney, Waples, Seeb, & Seeb, 
210 2017; Tsai, Evans, Noorai, Starr-Moss, & Clark, 2019): first, the SNPs defining regions of high 
211 differentiation on autosomes should display a systematically higher MAF in the male than female 
212 pool because only males harbor the Y-specific allele that makes the given genome position 
213 polymorphic. Second, these SNPs should represent exclusively autosomal DNA in the females 
214 but autosomal plus Y chromosome segments in the males, and hence exhibit higher read depth 
215 in the male than female pool.
216 To test these two predictions, we first delimited a focal set of autosomal regions 
217 exhibiting high intersex differentiation (hereafter ‘HIDRs’ for High Intersex Differentiation 
218 Regions). Based on the distribution of intersex differentiation values observed empirically on the 
219 one hand, and the simulated distribution of differentiation under pure sampling stochasticity on 
220 the other hand (see below), HIDRs were required to harbor at least five SNPs showing AFD of 
221 0.5 or greater within a window of 5 kilobases (kb). HIDRs further needed to be spaced by at 
222 least 100 kb from any other such region, to ensure independence. Given these criteria, we 
223 identified a total of 38 autosomal HIDRs. For each HIDR, we next selected at random a single 
224 representative high-differentiation SNP (AFD >= 0.5) exhibiting a sex-specific read depth of at 
225 least 50-fold, hereafter called ‘HIDR SNP’. To obtain negative controls for statistical analysis, we 
226 also selected a 'control SNP' for each HIDR, defined as the SNP closest to the genomic position 
227 located 30 kb upstream of the corresponding HIDR SNP and passing the same read depth 
228 thresholds. For both SNP classes (i.e., HIDR and control), we then explored if there was sex-
229 related skew in the MAF, and in read depth (quantified as read depth ratio, i.e., the nucleotide 
230 count of the male pool divided by the count of the female pool). The MAF data were analyzed 
231 visually based on histograms, while for the read depth ratio, we calculated median values for 
232 each SNP class along with their 95% bootstrap confidence intervals generated by 10,000 
233 resamples (Manly, 2006).
234
235 Simulations exploring intersex differentiation in relation to selection strength
236 The above empirical analyses indicated that our detected HIDRs represented methodological 
237 artifacts (see Results & Discussion). To complement this evidence by theory, we additionally 
238 performed stochastic individual-based simulations exploring the magnitude of intersex 
239 differentiation resulting from SAS of different strengths on a single locus. The objective of this 
240 simulation analysis was not a comprehensive theoretical treatment, but to gain qualitative insight 
241 into the (im)plausibility of our HIDRs to reflect signatures of SAS.
242 We implemented a model starting with a population of 100,000 diploid individuals 
243 showing a balanced sex ratio. The locus under selection was bi-allelic with one allele favorable 
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244 in females and the other allele favorable in males (we thus assumed perfectly symmetric 
245 divergent selection, recognizing that in reality, the strength of selection on a polymorphism may 
246 differ between the sexes). The starting frequency of both alleles was 0.5. We modeled viability 
247 selection – as required if SAS should drive intersex differentiation within a generation – by 
248 making access to mating dependent on the genotype at the locus under selection (Berner & 
249 Roesti, 2017; Berner & Thibert-Plante, 2015). Specifically, an individual’s probability of surviving 
250 to the reproductive stage was a stochastic function of the individual’s deviation from the sex-
251 specific optimum genotype. This deviation was determined by the number of unfavorable alleles 
252 times the selection coefficient, resulting in additive fitness. The genotypes of the females and 
253 males surviving to the reproductive stage were used to quantify the magnitude of intersex AFD 
254 observed after SAS within the focal generation. These individuals then mated at random, each 
255 pair producing a constant number of offspring (N = 10; using 4 or 20 offspring produced similar 
256 results; details not presented) that overall exactly re-established initial population size. Offspring 
257 sex was assigned at random. We considered selection coefficients of 0.01, 0.05, 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 
258 0.4, and 0.5, the latter representing the complete unviability (zero fitness) of individuals 
259 homozygous for the unfavorable allele. For each selection coefficient, we carried out ten 
260 replicate simulations, each running for 20 generations. We thus obtained a total of 200 estimates 
261 of within-generation intersex differentiation for a given selection strength. The simulation code is 
262 available on Dryad. Unless specified otherwise, all analyses were performed with the R 
263 language (R Development Core Team, 2018). 
264
265 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
266
267 Regions of strong intersex differentiation are widespread across stickleback autosomes
268 Allele frequency differentiation (AFD) between stickleback females and males showed a median 
269 magnitude of 0.053 across all genome-wide autosomal SNPs – but the distribution tapered off to 
270 a long tail reaching values up to 0.87 (Figure 1a). The latter strong intersex differentiation cannot 
271 be explained by pure sampling stochasticity, as revealed by comparing the empirical distribution 
272 of differentiation values to simulated distributions: even when modeling minimal sample size (N 
273 = 50) for each sex, and hence low precision in allele frequency estimation, differentiation values 
274 above 0.5 did not emerge across the 1.63 million replications (Figure S2). Assuming sample 
275 sizes more typical of our data set’s read depth (N = 120), the top differentiation value observed 
276 in the simulations dropped to 0.32. Given that the simulations assumed the highest MAF 
277 possible (0.5; i.e., both alleles occurring in perfectly balanced proportions), even the latter upper 
278 simulation limit for differentiation due to sampling variation alone must be considered cautiously 
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279 high. Nevertheless, we used an AFD threshold of 0.5 for the identification of high-differentiation 
280 regions (HIDRs) in the analyses below.
281 Exploring the physical distribution of intersex differentiation values along chromosomes 
282 revealed narrow regions (typically a few kb wide) of high differentiation standing out clearly 
283 against background differentiation on all autosomes (Figure 1b; Figure 2a shows a 
284 representative example in high physical resolution, re-analyzed using FST as differentiation 
285 metric in Figure S3a; the complete differentiation plots for all chromosomes are presented as 
286 Figure S4).
287
288 Reference genome misassembly is not the cause for high intersex differentiation on autosomes
289 A chromosome exhibiting particularly extensive intersex differentiation along almost its entire 
290 length was the sex chromos me (chromosome XIX, Figure S4). Along this chromosome, 
291 differentiation primarily reflects the evolutionary divergence between the non-recombining 
292 regions of the X and Y sequences, with an additional contribution from reduced precision in 
293 allele frequency estimation in the hemizygous males (i.e., in males, the X chromosome occurs in 
294 a single copy only, thus causing systematically lighter read depth in the male pool). This 
295 observation motivated investigating whether regions of high intersex differentiation may be 
296 explained by the incorrect placement of DNA segments homologous but polymorphic between 
297 the X and Y chromosome into autosomes during reference genome assembly. Inconsistent with 
298 this idea, a genome scan for intersex differentiation based on sequence reads aligned to the 
299 reference genome with more stringent alignment settings did not produce results differing 
300 qualitatively from our initial genome scan: although read alignment success dropped from 81 to 
301 69 percent with more stringent alignment, genomic regions showing high intersex differentiation 
302 in the initial genome scan were generally still present (details not presented). Similarly, aligning 
303 our sequence reads to a de novo stickleback genome assembly derived from an individual 
304 originating from the same watershed as our study population still revealed numerous genomic 
305 regions of high intersex differentiation. These regions consistently coincided with autosomal 
306 regions of high differentiation in our initial genome scan based on the reference genome (three 
307 examples are shown in Figure S5). Together, these two analyses using alternative alignment 
308 strategies make clear that the incorrect placing of sex chromosome segments within autosomes 
309 in the stickleback reference genome assembly fails as a general explanation for autosomal 
310 regions of high intersex differentiation.
311
312 High intersex autosomal differentiation arises from DNA segments shared between autosomes 
313 and the Y chromosome
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314 Having ruled out reference genome misassembly as an explanation for strong autosomal 
315 differentiation between the sexes, we addressed a second hypothesis focused on reference 
316 genome incompleteness: that DNA segments similar to autosomal chromosome regions occur 
317 on the Y chromosome that is not part of any current genome assembly, and that these segments 
318 harbor private genetic variants that cause intersex differentiation when aligning to their 
319 autosomal counterparts (see also Tsai et al., 2019). Consistent with this idea, we observed that 
320 SNPs located within HIDRs showed a systematically reduced MAF in the female relative to the 
321 male pool (Figure 2b). More specifically, the majority of HIDR SNPs showed a female MAF of 
322 zero (i.e., monomorphism for one allele), while the male frequency was near 0.5 (i.e., the two 
323 SNP alleles occurred at relatively balanced frequency) (Figure 3 top). By contrast, the control 
324 SNPs showed a relatively uniform distribution of MAFs in both sexes (Figure 3 bottom). These 
325 observations make clear that the polymorphisms driving HIDRs arise from derived alleles 
326 restricted to the males.
327 The most plausible explanation for such male-specific alleles is that the DNA segments 
328 harboring these alleles are located on the Y chromosome. A unique prediction derived from this 
329 scenario is that the chromosome segments around HIDR SNPs should display elevated read 
330 depth in the male relative to the female sex. The reason is that only in males, these segments 
331 should recruit truly autosomal plus Y-chromosomal sequence reads aligning to the same 
332 location in the genome assembly. This prediction was confirmed unambiguously: the SNPs 
333 driving HIDRs very consistently exhibited elevated read depth in males compared to females 
334 (Figures 2c, 4). Such bias was absent in the control SNPs. (Note that the slight imbalance 
335 between the sexes at the control SNPs in Figure 4 is expected because the male DNA pool was 
336 sequenced to approximately 10% higher read depth; see Materials and Methods.) Interestingly, 
337 for the HIDR SNPs, the male-female read depth ratio showed a median of 2.18 (control SNPs: 
338 1.06), with several SNPs displaying values beyond 3. If an autosomal segment was present as a 
339 single copy on the Y chromosome, however, one would expect a read depth ratio of 1.5. This 
340 leads us to propose a general model in which an autosomal DNA segment is first copied to the Y 
341 chromosome (see also Koerich, Wang, Clark, & Carvalho, 2008; Tsai et al., 2019), experiences 
342 mutation at the new location, and then – to variable extent – experiences further copy number 
343 expansion on the Y chromosome (Figure 5). Consistent with this model, the male-female read 
344 depth ratios of the HIDR SNPs tended to form distinct clusters overlapping with 1.5, 2, and 2.5 
345 (Figure 4), as expected for autosomal segments falling into discrete copy number classes on the 
346 Y chromosome. Although the Y chromosome sequence of threespine stickleback is not yet 
347 available, our conceptual model is supported by the indication of an exceptionally high 
348 proportion of repeated DNA on a preliminary Y chromosome assembly as compared to all 
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349 autosomes (M. White & C. Peichel, personal communication; see also Chalopin, Volff, Galiana, 
350 Anderson, & Schartl, 2015; Hobza et al., 2017). As a definitive validation of our model, it would 
351 be worthwhile to determine the number of alignment sites of DNA segments representative of 
352 our HIDRs in a future Y chromosome assembly.
353
354 Simulations confirm the implausibility of sexually antagonistic selection as a cause for high 
355 autosomal intersex differentiation
356 Our empirical analyses clearly identified a methodological, non-selective explanation for regions 
357 of strong differentiation between the sexes across the stickleback genome. To nevertheless 
358 develop a sense for the magnitude of intersex differentiation in allele frequencies that viability 
359 selection could drive within a single generation, we used simulations of SAS on a single locus. 
360 We found that under the strongest selection considered – a heterozygous selection coefficient of 
361 0.5, the sexes reach an allele frequency differentiation of 0.4 within each generation (Figure S6). 
362 Under such strong selection, a quarter of all individuals within each sex are expected to be 
363 excluded from reproduction (that is, to die during juvenile life) because of their maladaptive 
364 genotype at a single locus. Given that we observed dozens of genome regions showing even 
365 stronger intersex differentiation (Figures 1a, 2a, S4), it becomes clear from a purely theoretical 
366 perspective that SAS fails as a viable explanation for widespread intersex differentiation in our 
367 stickleback system; the total selection imposed by dozens of loci under such strong selection 
368 would be so intense that the population would go extinct rapidly.
369
370 Analytical implications
371 Our investigation has identified an alternative to sexually antagonistic selection as a cause for 
372 strong and widespread intersex allelic differentiation across autosomes: the copying of 
373 autosomal chromosome segments into a sex chromosome not represented in the reference 
374 genome assembly (‘autosomal’ here includes the pseudoautosomal region of the sex 
375 chromosome, as this regions also harbored SNPs exhibiting high intersex differentiation; Figure 
376 S4). Our work in no way challenges the notion that SAS could be widespread across the 
377 genome. However, the above (and previous; Kasimatis, Nelson, & Phillips, 2017) theoretical 
378 considerations indicate that intersex differentiation maintained by continuous sexually 
379 antagonistic viability selection within a population should be subtle in magnitude. The much 
380 stronger intersex differentiation arising artificially from incomplete genome assembly is thus 
381 likely to preclude the reliable investigation of the genomic consequences of SAS based 
382 exclusively on intersex differentiation data in this and analogous study systems. Although one 
383 could consider filtering genome regions based on the difference in MAF and/or imbalance in 
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384 read depth between the sexes, we doubt that this would completely eliminate spurious 
385 autosomal signals of SAS. The reason is that sex-related genetic differentiation and differences 
386 in MAF and read depth due to the mechanism described in Figure 5 may well remain subtle if an 
387 autosomal segment harboring a distinct genetic variant was copied relatively recently to the Y 
388 chromosome and still segregates at low frequency in the new chromosomal location. The 
389 availability of a complete genome assembly including both sex chromosomes, and the rigorous 
390 elimination of sequences aligning to any of them, may potentially allow detecting genome-wide 
391 signatures of SAS based on intersex differentiation data alone (Lucotte et al., 2016), although 
392 the reliability of such approaches awaits validation. We also note that if the transfer of autosomal 
393 sequences to the Y chromosome includes genes that retain expression in the new location 
394 (Mahajan & Bachtrog, 2017; Tsai et al., 2019), autosomal genes may appear to show concurrent 
395 intersex differences in both allele frequency and gene expression levels when ignoring copies on 
396 a missing sex chromosome.
397 In the vast majority of organisms used for genomic investigations, the Y (or W) 
398 chromosome sequence is not available, thus providing the opportunity for spurious intersex 
399 differentiation due to sex chromosome evolution. This has immediate implications to population 
400 genomics: in marker-based comparisons of populations, localized genome regions exhibiting 
401 high differentiation – often interpreted as hotspots harboring polymorphisms targeted by 
402 divergent selection between the populations – may emerge simply because the population 
403 samples differ in their proportion of females and males, and hence in the proportion of the two 
404 sex chromosomes (Benestan et al., 2017). To illustrate this point in our system, we drew 42 total 
405 nucleotides without replacement from the female and male nucleotide pool at all SNPs located 
406 within the chromosome window shown in Figure 2. Next, we combined 14 nucleotides from the 
407 female pool with 28 nucleotides from the male pool to obtain a first population sample, while the 
408 exactly opposite sexual representation was chosen for the second population sample. The 
409 outcome thus mimicked two random samples of 21 total diploid individuals from the same 
410 biological population, differing, beyond stochasticity in allele sampling, only in the sex ratio. We 
411 then calculated the magnitude of population differentiation across this chromosome window and 
412 observed, as expected, that the SNPs showing the highest population differentiation co-localized 
413 with the peaks in intersex differentiation (compare Figure 2d to 2a; Figure S3 shows this 
414 comparison based on FST). Ignoring imbalance in sex ratio may thus mislead the interpretation of 
415 patterns in population differentiation. This echoes an analogous caveat raised recently in a study 
416 of two species (American lobster and Arctic Char) in which sex-specific differentiation outliers 
417 were observed in genome scans comparing the sexes (Benestan et al., 2017). However, in that 
418 study, reference genomes for the focal species were not available. HIDRs were therefore 
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419 interpreted to reflect divergence between chromosome regions evolving sex-specifically, but the 
420 HIDRs could not be physically localized reliably. Our stickleback work extends these insights: 
421 even in an organism with a well-characterized sex determination system and an identified sex 
422 chromosome, HIDRs can occur on autosomes when one sex chromosome is missing (or 
423 incomplete) in the genome assembly and population samples differ in sex ratios. We also 
424 highlight the possibility that under these conditions, HIDRs may be influential enough to bias 
425 marker-based genomic analyses beyond simple differentiation, such as phylogenies or 
426 demographic reconstruction.
427
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572 Figure 1. (a) Distribution of the magnitude of genetic differentiation between female and male 
573 stickleback, as quantified by the absolute allele frequency difference AFD, across 1.63 million 
574 autosomal single-nucleotide polymorphisms. In (b), intersex differentiation is mapped along a 
575 representative chromosome.
576
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583 Figure 2. Characterization of a 100 kilobase segment on chromosome XI containing a 
584 representative region of high differentiation between female and male stickleback. (a) Genetic 
585 differentiation (AFD) between the sexes at single-nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) showing a 
586 pooled minor allele frequency (MAF) of at least 0.15. (b) Difference between the sexes in the 
587 MAF, considering all SNPs passing a pooled MAF threshold of 0.01. Positive values indicate that 
588 the two alleles at a SNP occur in more balanced proportion in males than in females. (c) Read 
589 depth in males standardized by the depth in females. High values indicate that male reads are 
590 relatively overrepresented in the sequencing output overlapping the corresponding genome 
591 positions. Note that because this statistic is calculated for every base position (not just the 
592 SNPs), a smoother (LOESS; moving average with a span of 0.002) was chosen for visualization 
593 to reduce complexity. (d) Genetic differentiation (AFD) between two population samples with 
594 symmetrical sex bias in opposite directions generated by re-sampling empirically observed 
595 female and male nucleotide data at each SNP.
596
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597 Figure 3. Frequency of the minor allele in females and males at 38 SNPs representing 
598 independent regions of high intersex differentiation (HIDR SNPs), and at their associated control 
599 SNPs.
600
601
602
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603 Figure 4. Ratio of the male by female read depth at the HIDR and control SNPs. Shown are the 
604 raw data points along with their median (black vertical line) and the 95% bootstrap confidence 
605 (gray box) for the median within each SNP class. The gray vertical line indicates balanced read 
606 depth between the sexes (note that all observed read depth ratios are slightly biased upward 
607 due to deeper sequencing of the male pool). To increase visual resolution, a single HIDR SNP 
608 showing an extreme read depth ratio (4.89) was omitted.
609
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618 Figure 5. Schematic of the model explaining the emergence of HIDRs when a sex chromosome 
619 is missing in the genome assembly. First, an autosomal DNA segment (light blue) is copied into 
620 the Y chromosome. Mutation then generates polymorphisms distinguishing the original 
621 autosomal segment from its copy on the Y (indicated by the distinct blue shades). The Y-copy 
622 may then become multiplied further on that chromosome. As a consequence, DNA sequences 
623 from both the autosomal segment and its copies on the Y align to the same autosomal location 
624 when the reference genome lacks the Y chromosome. The analytical outcome is that males tend 
625 to display a more variable genotype (hence a higher MAF) than the females, and hence that the 
626 sexes show substantial allele frequency differentiation, at the distinctive polymorphisms. 
627 Moreover, male read depth is elevated across the entire focal DNA segment relative to females.
628
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